The MDT1283B Mazak monitor dates to the mid 1980’s, and was installed into the Mazak M2 T2 System and Mazak T/Mplus T/M32B Systems. The Mazak MDT1283-B Monitor was originally a 12” Monochrome Amber CRT with TTL video input and can be identified by the following OEM model numbers; Toshiba MDT1283B-1A, Totoku MDT1283B-1A and Omni Vision LP1224FN9-LA.

Now, Dynamic Displays manufactures a replacement LCD monitor with LED backlight, model QES1510-050. This new LCD monitor is a plug and play substitute for the old CRT unit. It is designed to be plug_and_play and easily attaches to the existing CRT metal chassis mounting brackets, after the CRT has been removed. It mechanically and electronically functions in all Mitsubishi system controls that were originally equipped with the Mazak MDT1283-B Monitor.

Upgrading your old console CRT unit with an LED backlit QES1510-050 Mazak 12 in Replacement Monitor increases productivity by providing a brighter, sharper and crisper image. In addition the LCD upgrade is cost-effective and extends the useful life of your existing automation investment. Replace your old, low-performance CRT display unit with a new, affordable, quality replacement LCD Flat Panel display.

Check out the QES1510-050 industrial LCD monitor the next time you need to replace old Mazak CNC monitors. Whether you need a Mazak 12 in Replacement Monitor for your Mazak Mitsubishi M32 Controls or Mazak Mitsubishi T32 Controls, the QES1510-050 LCD display is the monitor to fit your Mazak equipment.

Features:
- Designed for Mazak M2 T2 and Mazak T/Mplus T/M32B Systems
- Drop directly into the Mazak M2 T2 and Mazak T/Mplus T/M32B Systems
- Direct Replacement for: MDT1283B Mazak Monitor, Totoku MD1283B-1A, Toshiba MDT1283B-1A and Omni Vision LP1224FN9-LA.
- 10.4” TFT-LCD Display with LED backlight
- Input Video Connector: Molex 15 Pin #03-06-2151
- Input Power Connector: Moles 3Pin #19-09-2037
- Power Requirements: 100-240VAC 50-60Hz @ 1Amp
- Universal Power Supply with VESA Power Management

Visit us at www.DynamicDisplay.com